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If I told you that one of Colorado's
newest archery retailers was
located in a barn, you probably

wouldn’t be too impressed. But this is
no ordinary cattle barn. It’s a purpose-
built steel structure shaped like a tra-
ditional barn with a gambrel roof,
only much larger. The low, rumbling
sounds you might hear while shooting
the TechnoHunt video range or the
seven station indoor target range are
not coming from cattle, but from the
ranch trucks and tractors that are
housed, serviced and repaired on the

ground floor. The only beef I saw were
the thick steaks being grilled on a
high, steel-grated balcony by Pro
Shop Manager Brian Pingel, a balcony
that overlooks an outdoor 3-D range.

Full Rut Archery and Hunt Club is
owned by Rick Hunt. Hunt is an avid
bowhunter and the head of a con-
tracting company, as well as being a
former co-owner of Archery
Interactive, the Denver-based compa-
ny that builds and services
TechnoHunt ranges. His successful
business has given him the means to

hunt extensively, and the trophy room
in his large home attests to his skill
and success with a bow. The beef on
the grill that evening came from cattle
being raised on a portion of the 15,000
acres encompassed by the Hunt
Ranch. The same land supports
numerous mule deer and antelope
and is a popular hunting destination.

Rick Hunt met Brian Pingel while
Pingel was working at a pro shop in
Aurora, Colorado. The two became
friends and when Pingel and his fam-
ily moved out closer to Hunt’s home,
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Hunt asked him to manage a new pro
shop he wanted to build on the prop-
erty about 15 miles east of Parker.

By then Pingel had already spent
many years working in pro shops, and
he also had many years of experience
in shooting competitively. His own
roots in archery go back to his boy-
hood. Like a lot of us, Pingel’s first
arrows were launched from a home-
made bow that was little more than a
limber branch strung with some bal-
ing twine. Archery might have been a
passing interest, but for the interven-

tion of a kind stranger. “He drove by
my house and saw me shooting this
bow I’d built, and turned around. He
took time out for me and handed me a
real kid’s bow. And then he picked me
up every Wednesday and took me
shooting at Colorado Archery. And
from then on I was hooked on archery.
His name was Chip Haven,” Pingel
said as I interviewed him across the
counter of the Full Rut pro shop that
opened last September. “He comes up
here once in a while and every time he
does I have to tell that story. I really

appreciate what he did for me.”
In turn, Pingel went on to share

his archery skills with others by work-
ing in bow shops. “I started working
for my first bow shop when I was first
out of high school. It was called
Archer’s Spot. I worked there for quite
a few years but then I got out of it: I got
married and had kids. I got back into
retail when Louis Hard, the owner of
TechnoHunt, bought that archery
shop which had been renamed
Archery Adventures. I managed
Archery Adventures for him. Louis

Full Rut Archery and Hunt Club was housed
in the upper two levels of this steel frame
building on The Hunt Ranch, about 15 miles
east of Parker, Colorado. The lower level is
where Hunt Ranch equipment is stored and
serviced.

A fire a few days after my visit destroyed
the upper levels but this fall a new Full Rut
Archery is opening in an even larger barn-
shaped structure on the Hunt Ranch. See
page 88 and 89 for those details.
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had a really nice operation there in
Aurora, but in that town the lease
rates on buildings are outrageous,
they’re just eating up all your profit.”

“That’s one of the reasons we set
this up here,” Pingel said of the Full
Rut Archery pro shop on Hunt’s ranch.
“We own the land. We own the build-
ing. We have almost no overhead: We
heat this entire building with a wood-
fired boiler.”

The pro shop interior is so nicely
finished in a cabin style that I was sur-
prised to learn most of the materials
had been salvaged from demolition
jobs Rick Hunt’s company had han-
dled. The main floor of the pro shop,
which as I noted is the second floor of
this large building, has the showroom
and service area, the target range and
one of the sophisticated T300 video
archery ranges from TechnoHunt that
can track multiple users and can fac-
tor in the effects of wind and longer
yardages. “We have so much fun on
that machine,” Pingel said of the unit
they purchased from the firm now
headed by his former boss. “When
you get a good group of guys shooting
it all you hear is the razzing and the
laughing, but it teaches you patience
and how to wait for an ethical shot.
Some guys are aiming at the whole
animal and that’s obvious by where
they hit. TechnoHunt does improve
hunting skills because it helps you
learn to pick a spot.”

The entrance to the Technohunt
range is at the left side of the pro shop,
next to the target range and just past

the counters that surround the service
area. At the right side of the shop is a
set of wide steps which lead upstairs
to a lounge with a commercial kitchen
and non-alcoholic bar. The lounge
overlooks the target range. A hallway
along one side of this top story is
flanked by a display area for bulky
items like bow cases. At the other end
of that hallway was a yet unfinished
space that’s planned as a meeting
room where hunting seminars or
Scout meetings could be conducted.

Hunt and
Pingel saved
money where it

didn’t compromise the results. For
instance, most of the kitchen equip-
ment was purchased used. They also
added touches that clearly took a lot
of man hours. One example is the bar,
made from a giant slab of wood that
was hewn from a log. Sections of the
top were chiseled out to hold a broad-
head display protected by clear
acrylic. Another example is the care
they took with the rest room, the exte-
rior of which was finished to look like
a log cabin. Poles were split to provide

Brian Pingel chats with Tim Herget across the service counter. Herget works for
TechnoHunt and the entrance to the TechnoHunt range is the doorway visible behind the
pro shop manager. Pro shop owner Rick Hunt has a  private TechnoHunt range as well.

The flooring used in the range (above) and throughout the show-
room was salvaged from buildings that were slated for demolition.
Wood fence posts were split to provide the rustic siding for the rest
room, which is shown at left. Animal skins, antlers and an antique
muzzleloader add to the charm.
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the siding and the exterior was hung
with vintage traps and an antique
muzzleloader.

More improvements were on the
way when I visited in late winter.
About 30 big game mounts will be on
display. Large, blue panels on the wall
were awaiting hand-painted murals,
Pingel told me. Outside, twin shelters
were being built on a 40-target static
3-D range. The shelters would give
shooters a place to get out of the wind
or sun, and would have bow racks,
water coolers, benches and even work
stations where customers could

adjust equipment if needed. 
Meanwhile a row of storage trail-

ers, lined up to help block the fre-
quent winds, would get their own
background paint and murals. This
range is situated just across the drive-
way from the pro shop. On it shooters
rotate through eight stations, shoot-
ing an arrow at each of five different
targets. They then head out as a group
to pull their arrows. I had seen that
type of arrangement on indoor 3-D
ranges, but this one offered targets set
out to 60 yards and the protective
back fence was a full 100 yards from
the shooting line. In a state where it
might snow in the morning and be
shirt-sleeve warm in the afternoon,

the plan is to keep the outdoor ranges
open year-round.

Customers can watch the action
on this 3-D range from the shelters or
from the wide, steel-grated balcony
outside the pro shop entrance. From
that vantage point you can also see
the start of a second 40-target range,
this one a walk-through 3-D course
that follows a creek bottom. The ante-
lope I saw walking through the range
wasn’t made of foam, however. In fact
Pingel told me when Derek Phillips of
Mathews came to check out the pro
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The lounge above the pro shop showroom is attractive and boasts a full commercial
kitchen. Note the rustic table the Pingels are sitting at. At right, these broadheads are
protected by clear acrylic in an accent piece for the non-alcoholic bar.

Full Rut Archery added this AMS
Bowfishing display after staff saw it at the
2010 ATA Show. Pingel is an avid bowfish-
ing enthusiast.
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shop before allowing it to carry the
Mathews and Mission brands, there
were three live mule deer bucks
among the targets.

The scope of the facility and Brian
Pingel’s reputation as a bow mechan-
ic and instructor had already won it
several of the major brands by the
time of my visit. “We’ve got Hoyt,
Mathews, PSE and Mission and we’re
waiting for a call back from BowTech,”
he told me. Pingel has also developed
a following for the custom strings he
builds for all those brands, aided by an
impressive investment in automated
string building equipment from HTM
Precision Machining.

Pingel said he has shot and rec-
ommended Winner’s Choice strings
for years. He still thinks they are a
good option for someone wanting a

premium set of strings and cables.
The strings that Full Rut Archery is
now building are competitive in both
quality and price with Winner’s
Choice strings, Pingel said.

The pro shop manager showed
me how strings were first laid out on a
jig. Then they are transferred to a
motorized server that puts the
required number of twists in them.
From there they are transferred to a
second motorized unit that stretches
them. For instance, a replacement set
of three for a Hoyt Cam & 1/2 bow
would be stretched to 1,100 pounds.
After that they go back onto the serv-
ing machine where Pingel installs the
final protective wraps. The serving
material feeds off a tool that also has
the wireless controls on it, so this step
goes very fast.

Now that he has figured
the formulas out for popular
replacement strings, from the
precise dimensions to set the
jig at to the number of twists
and the stretching pressure,
Pingel said he can produce
strings that are dead-on with

the manufacturer’s specifications.
Customers have learned these strings
don’t have stretching or peep rotation
issues. Despite all the automation,
building a set of strings and cables is
not a quick process. Start to finish,
including the stretching period where
Pingel can be servicing bows or wait-
ing on customers, it takes three hours.
Full Rut Archery customers seem to
appreciate this approach to string
building, where all the steps are car-
ried out by the same person. “For the
short time we’ve been open, we’ve
developed a huge following for our
strings,” Pingel said as he stood by the
HTM machinery that set this new
business back about $15,000.

Revenue naturally comes from
both sales and range fees: It costs $15
for an individual to shoot a 45-minute
TechnoHunt session. For the same
$15 you can shoot either of the 40-tar-
get 3-D ranges. Or if you want to work
to tighten your groups on paper, you
can pay $7 for the target range and
stay as long as you can, all day if you
want. There is also an outdoor prac-
tice range for sighting in bows at up to
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This 40 target static 3-D range is a full 100 yards from the shooting line to the
back fence. Five targets are shot from each of the eight stations. A tree spade
was used to plant saplings (left) that will branch out and provide definition
between the shooting lane. Container trucks parked along the right side help
block the prevailing winds. Shelters were under construction the week I visit-
ed, to provide protection from the elements as well as a place to rest and work
on equipment. At lower right you can see some of the care taken to situate the
foam animals. No doubt a few arrows have been buried in the logs that pro-
vide a backstop for this whitetail and a perch for the raccoon.
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100 yards. The ranges and shop are
open from 1 to 9 pm weekdays, from
10 to 6 Saturdays and from noon to 5
Sundays. Customers are also “mem-
bers” in that you pay a $20 annual
membership fee. Members get steeply
reduced rates on trespass fees to hunt
antelope, mule deer and predators on
the property, where permanent blinds
have been built at every water hole.
Each member is also put into a draw-
ing for free hunts and equipment: For
instance, the company took the spe-

cial edition bow Mathews awarded it
for attending the 2010 dealer show
and put that in the drawing. “We’ve
got over 300 members in the five
months since we opened,” Pingel told
me.

Midway through my interview
with Pingel, his wife of 22 years came
in for her afternoon and evening shift
at the business. Sandy Pingel’s friend-
liness and success with a bow are a
couple reasons why this new archery
shop is attracting a strong following
with women and kids. Another is
Pingel’s own attitude toward those

shooters. “I love to help women and
kids, because they listen,” Pingel said.
“With men, they either know it all
already or have shot this way for so
long they don’t want to know any way
else. I’m a firm believer that in most
families, the women can outshoot
their husbands.” And yes, that holds
true in the Pingel family. Sandy Pingel
has her own collection of Robin-
Hooded arrows shot on the Full Rut
Archery range to prove it.

“I shoot the Hoyt Avenger,” Sandy
told me about the bow she got after
she started working at the pro shop. “I
got it because I like the color,” she said
with no reservations. “Mine is set at 40
pounds. Most women don’t think
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Full Rut Archery invested heavily into motorized string building equipment from HTM
Precision Machinery. Counting the time it takes to stretch strings and cables on the unit
behind Pingel, it takes about three hours to complete one set.

A photo of Amber and Ashley Pingel with
their 2009 bucks (lower right) is on the pro
shop bulletin board.

Game bags share an island with a wide
selection of hard-sided bow cases. The
blue wall visible in the background was
slated to receive a mural.
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they’re strong enough to shoot a bow.
I used to think that before Brian got
me into it. I’ve shot TechnoHunt a few
times, but I like the targets better. I like
destroying arrows,” she said about the
collection her husband has above his
work bench. It’s probably fitting that
Sandy also is the chief arrow builder at
Full Rut Archery, in addition to ringing
up sales, working in the kitchen, and
lending a hand with the cleaning and
ordering.

Sandy Pingel hasn’t gotten into
hunting, but both daughters are avid
bowhunters who took mule deer last
season. Their father showed me a
photo of Amber and Ashley with their
bucks on the pro shop bulletin board,
noting he himself didn’t tag a deer last
season. Both young women were
heavily involved in competitive
archery during their school years and
both were Colorado State champions.
“Now they’re out of school and work-
ing, they don’t have as much time to
compete. They still dabble in the tar-
get part of it, but they’d rather go
hunting.”

“I’ve been seeing more women
shooting now than at any time over
the past 30 years,” Pingel told me,
then shared an approach that’s been
working to support that at this busi-
ness. “A guy will come in and bring his
wife while he shoots or shops and
she’ll sit there and read a magazine.
Sandy will come over to the wife and
ask her if she’d like to shoot. Typically
they say no, but Sandy will say ‘Let’s
try it’ and 90 percent of the time it
works out.”

The Pingels keep a selection of
women’s bows on hand, including the
PSE Chaos, the Hoyt Vicxen, the
Mathews Passion and the easy to
adjust Mission Menace and Mission
UX2. However, the bow Sandy or
Brian will typically first hand the lady
is the Mathews Genesis, a lightweight
“fit’s anyone” model that has no spe-
cific draw length and typically is shot
without sights, with the arrow carried
on a simple Flipper rest from New
Archery Products. “Usually the hus-
band says ‘Let’s get her a sight and a
release,’” Pingel related. “I say, ‘No,
let’s start them with something easy,
let’s not overwhelm them.’”

“So we lend them a Genesis and

I’ll bring the portable target up so they
don’t have to worry about hitting the
wood above our backstop,” Brian
Pingel said. If they can get a woman
that far, a woman whose husband is
already involved with archery, just
about every time the next step is for
them to want their own bow.

This business also has a group of
high school students who shoot regu-
larly on the target range. As I noted
above you don’t have to have archery
equipment to enjoy shooting here, as
a display rack of Genesis bows is ready
at hand. Archery is a much better
past-time than the drinking parties
some young people get mixed up
with, the Pingels noted, and often a
life-long interest can result when
someone lends you a hand so you can
try out archery.

After all, that’s what first set Brian
Pingel on his lifelong involvement
with bow and arrow.

A Pro Shop Reborn
I’ve written this article as if the pro

shop I visited was still in operation
just as I described, but some of you
reading this know that’s not the case.
A few days after my visit, on Saturday,
March 20, an evening fire destroyed
the pro shop facility that had opened
the previous September. Pingel told
me while the cause of the fire was
undetermined, it apparently started
near the rest room in the pro shop.
Three different fire departments
responded with a total of five engines
and six tenders. While the blaze was
put out in about 90 minutes, the wood
flooring and other fuel burned so hot
the metal siding melted. The day after

the fire, you could see through the
upper levels.

Also by the day after the fire,
Pingel said Hunt was already planning
how Full Rut Archery could reopen. In
about two weeks, Pingel, his wife and
chief string builder Chris Taylor were
back in business serving customers
from a temporary location.  It was just
1-1/2 miles to the east on the same
ranch. Pingel said that facility, though
temporary, was the equal of many
other pro shops he’s seen. “We moved
everything right here where the tem-
porary pro shop is. We’ve got all the 3-
D targets, a big shelter area with pic-
nic tables, and a big BBQ grill.”

As nice as the interim location
sounds, it was only a stepping stone.
Within weeks of the fire, plans were
being laid to build a new, much larger
Full Rut Archery. The building I visited
was rebuilt with the help of insurance
proceeds, but to serve the Hunt con-
tracting business solely, not archers.
As I finish this article in late August,
Pingel said the steel beams that will
support the new structure are being
placed over the foundation 300 yards
to the east of the original pro shop.
The new structure is barn-shaped
again,  but with a lean-to all along one
side and partway down the other, as
well as with an extension out the
front.

When you consider this entire
new structure is for archery, the
dimensions are very impressive. The
two-store building will be 130 feet
long and 88 feet wide. Both floors will
be concrete, Pingel said, in part to
reduce fire danger but also to improve
the facility for shooters. “With the
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Sandy and Brian Pingel set a friendly tone for the business that’s welcoming to both
beginning and experience shooters.
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wood floor we had, if you were aiming
on the line you could actually feel
somebody walk behind you.”

With the ability to start from
scratch, Hunt was able to incorporate
features few other facilities in the
country will be able to match. The
lower level will have room for 30
archery lanes where people will be
able to shoot at up to 35 yards. The
upper level will be used for an indoor
3-D course that includes pop-up tar-
gets, but as needed they can be
moved to accommodate another 30
shooter lanes for holding major tour-
naments. “We plan on holding state
tournaments, sectional, anything we
can get here,” the pro shop manager
said.

The lighting they are putting in
for the ranges is top notch, Pingel
said, and natural light will also pour
into the pro shop area through a large
octagon window at one end of the
building. Shooters will find a full
kitchen, just like the original building,
and a service area that at 20 by 40 feet
is even larger. A new TechnoHunt
facility will be installed. Outdoors
you’ll find the 3-D ranges like I saw,
with the addition of an aerial target
range featuring the LaPorte launcher.

One other change from the origi-
nal pro shop is the addition of storage
lockers where customers will be able
to keep their bows. The lockers will
rent for $10 per month and the pro-
ceeds will help pay for expanded
insurance coverage. Full Rut Archery
found out after the fire that while
inventory and tools like the HTM
Precision Machinery string building
gear was all covered, privately owned
equipment was not. Pingel lost his

own bow and many regular cus-
tomers did as well. They were advised
to see if their homeowner’s policy
would cover all or part of the loss.

Then with the help of its cus-
tomers, Full Rut Archery put a fund-
raiser together, to cover the lost gear
that private insurance wasn’t going to
replace. Many manufacturers came
forward with donated prizes, and the
more than $6,000 raised all went back
to customers to reimburse them for
equipment destroyed by the fire. “We
ended up taking care of everybody, so
everybody was happy.”

Pingel told me the pro shop’s cus-
tomers were very loyal and were back
shopping and shooting as soon as the
business reopened in the temporary
location. By late summer, they were
also back to hunting on the ranch.
“We’ve got people hunting antelope
over water holes right now,” he said
when I called him for an update on
August 18. “What’s nice about this
place is you can come in an shoot,
have lunch and then be in an ante-
lope blind in 10 minutes.”

Customers of the Full Rut Archery
and Hunt Club are excited about the
new facility that should open around
when this publication reaches read-
ers, and so is Pingel. “It should be
right up there with the largest bow
shops in the country. I can’t wait.”

As this issue was going to press in
early October Pingel told me the new
Full Rut Archery had been selected to
host the Colorado State Archery
Association’s winter indoor tourna-
ment. The major event will take place
January 22 and 23, 2011. The NFAA
affiliate's decision to hold the tourna-
ment there is a great endorsement of

what Rick Hunt and the Pingels have
done in building up the original Full
Rut Archery, and in bringing it back
from the ashes better than ever.

A customer built this attractive display rack for arrows. The pro shop orders machine-
fletched arrows and  also sells custom arrows built by Sandy Pingel.

Signs like the one above help customers
find the pro shop’s rural location. Below,
the company pickup serves as another
marketing tool.
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